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Astronomy and celestial objects symbolized religion meanings, and architecture is the form to 
visualize and express these symbolism meanings. 
STUDY II: Jantar Mantar’ Jaipur, India (1734 A.D.) 
Indian Emperor Jai developed a passion towards astronomy, he realised the position of stars 
given 300 years ago did not correspond with those he observed, thus he constructed the 
observatory to prepare a set of star tables and calendar measurement. 
IDEOLOGY 
The sky was not a sacred place, but as a subject to know about its period and to predict the 
astronomy events. This approach is utilitarian and closer to modern science than religion 
approach, but it stays at the observation level without attempting to know the reason behind 
TECHNICS 
Most buildings are designed for sun movement study, by direct angle measurement, or 
shadow casting, or projection by pin-hole camera principle. 
Different techniques were adopted to improve the precision of measurement of sky: 
1) Colossal scale : reduce error in reading 
2) Checking by using two complementary instrument 
FORM and FUNCTION 
The monument form is emphasized by its proportion, it is slender and looked taller than it 
should be as it was designed for few users only. The lack of decoration and simple in form 
reminds people Modern movement which took place 100 years later: Form follows function. 
ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION 
Materia -Loca l sandstone with polished finishes recalls its relationship with earth, and clearly 
differentiates itself from the green plateau. 
Space - Space is continuous, and defined by the building complexes scattered around the 
site 
CONCLUSION 
Astronomy and celestial bodies were the objects to study, architecture aims for its functional 
use while the form follows function. 
PATH to the SKY • Place for beauty and truth of Astronomy 
INTRODUCTION 
Should architecture for science research bear a cosmology or ideology besides utilitarian 
purpose? Currently science architecture in Hong Kong are celebrating more their flexibility in 
building services, their structural expression with little dialogue with the ideology or identity, e.g. 
Cyber port in Aberdeen, Science Park in Tai Po. In this research, the dialogue of architecture 
to astronomy is to be studied and a new conversation between them is to be developed in the 
thesis. 
CONVERSATION between Architecture and Astronomy 
STUDY I : the Great Pyramid, Giza, Egypt (2500 B.C.) 
Pharaohs were the most prestigious class, their tombs are the crystal of Egypt civilization and 
reflect the ancient cosmology, which governs the planning and construction of pyramids. 
COSMOLOGY 
The sky is a sacred place, the milky galaxy symbolised the place where the dead Pharaohs 
would go. join the Egyptian gods and start their second immortal lives. Tombs were the gate 
which leaded them from the realm of earth to the realm of heaven. 
PLANNING 
A" pyramids were constructed and spreaded along the west side of the river Nile, which 
projected into the sky along the galaxy. Among the pyramids, the there Giza pyramids 
positioned according to the three linear bright star of Orion in winter. 
The King's chamber was pointing to Pole star by the north shaft, symbolising immortality as 
Pole star never settles; it was pointing to Zeta star by the south shaft, symbolising the path to 
join his ancestors as it is one of the brightest star. 
ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION 
Material - The pyramids were built by marble and the top by gold, which were harmony with 
desert's colour scheme and subtle differ from context by its texture and reflectance. 
Scale - The structure were immense to emphasize its symbolic importance 
The position and size of the 3 Giza pyramids were designed with consideration of 
viewers' vanishing points such that the second pyramid looks larger and dominant 
in the landscape while it is the same size as the third one; while the first pyramid 










STUDY III: Roden Crater, Arizona, USA (1980 A.D. • now) 
Roden Crater is American artist James Turrell's earth work project, to create a large installation 
for appreciation of nature sky colour at different direction and different phenomenon, at 
different period of day, season or year. 
IDEOLOGY 
The sky was an art work of God, James, work acts like a frame which captures the beauty of 
the light and colour, while God constantly changes the picture from time to time. 
PLANNING 
The site covers the whole volcano crater, different light capturing nodes locate in the site 
according to the four cardinal directions (N, E, S, W), the site topography and celestial body 
projection on earth. 
Experience between node to node and the approach is designed to give visitors enhanced 
effect when getting into the next node, e.g. walking from a tunnel to a ceiling sky-lit chamber. 
FORM 
Most of the room are hidden below ground so as to reduce sign of human intervention to the 
topography which has its unique central volcanic mountain form. Road and buildings are 
designed with least visual impact to the nature scene. 
ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION 
Material - Concrete was used as structure while finished by the sand of nearby desert to echo 
with context. When concrete is exposed without finish, it is polished to reduce its 
materialistic quality. 
Space - Every node is simple and accessible to nature tight (sun, overcast sky, star or moon 
light), the emphasis is made in the changing quality of space and light rather than 
the ambiguity or complexity of space. 
CONCLUSION 
Astronomy and other meteorology phenomenon were the natural art pieces which James 
wanted to capture, the architecture is the window for people to appreciate the art and is the 
media itself to demonstrate the art of light. 
STUDY IV: Astronomy and astrophysics Center, Pune, India (1988-92 ) 
The Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics (lUCAA), designed by Charles 
Correa, is an institution set up by the university to promote nucleation and growth of active 
groups in Astronomy and Astrophysics. The project covered a range of facilities, including 
teaching units, research laboratories and observatories, and accommodation. 
IDEOLOGY 
In his design, Charles wanted to capture the idea of new model of cosmos suggested by Isaac 
Einstein. He developed his contemporary notion of what universe is about: the visual structure 
of outer space. 
PLANNING 
Spaces are organized in courtyard clusters, started with the kund transformed into a metaphor 
of expanding universe. By centrifugal energy, diagonals were set up and connect to the other 
facilities in the centre of the campus: the research centre to the Northwest, while the Hostel to 
the southeast. 
REGIONALISM 
Traditional Indian elements are introduced into the architecture: Indian totem pattern appears 
on walls or courtyard landscape; local stones were used for finishes. A modern version of 
Jantar Mantar instrument is design as a reminiscence of astronomy passion from the past. 
ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION 
Material- Fence work is constructed by black walls of local basalt stone, surmounted by 
courses of a deeper black Kuddapah stone, topped finally by glossy black polished 
granite which reflects the sky and clouds above. (Black on black on black: visual 
structure of outer space) 
Landscape- The courtyard of Kund lays stones along the edges flying apart with centrifugal 
CONCLUSION 
Charles adopted a modern language of symbolism in the planning of the complex and 
especially the entrance approach to reflect his idea of universe. Besides the planning, the idea 
is mainly addressed by landscaping and courtyard work, with less attention in space making to 
















The organization follows the ideology and arranges in node of activities, and response to the 
topography and natural context. 
Spaces response to the different lighting quality and activities at night and day, especially the 
observation space. Symbolic ideas are incorporated into the space which takes line 
reference of some celestial body path projection on earth or position in sky. 
MILIEU and SPACE m 
STUDY I : Salk Institute, California t, USA 
Salk Institute by Louis I. Kahn demonstrates a tmonumenta space which has a dialogue with 
the surrounding nature and time. With the language of silence and light, the spatial quality is 
strong and expressive. 
SPATIAL QUALITY and TIME 
The central courtyard space, formed by two row of laboratory buildings, directs people's view 
to the pacific ocean far beyond and creates a mood for contemplation. 
Architecture and Astronomy | 
Astronomy is both reflection of beauty of nature, and the way to find the truth. Celestial bodies 
arouse people's curiosity and then uncertainty; they provide stimulation for people to make 
trials and inspire people to enlightenment - Observation, hypothesis, experiment and 
conclusion: the principle of modern science development. 
Architecture provides not only the space and functional facilities for these activities to happen, 
but also creates the "places" to trigger people's psychology: curiosity, uncertainty, trial 
attempting and enlightenment. 
ACTIVITIES 
I Curiosity I 
Observation 

















SPATIAL QUALITY and TIME 
Astronomy observation takes place mostly at night, the activity of the space at day and night 
time would be different, therefore spatial quality and space identity should response with time 
and light condition. 






Star disappears and observation activities pause, it is the time to go 
beyond observation and start contemplation. 
Intense intellectual activity: thinking, discussion or experiment 
Sun disappears, it is time to unload. 
Troubles in the mind clears and it is time to observe celestial bodies 
Changes of season, entry to another period, position of earth to sun 
changes 
SYMOBLISM and ASTRONOMY 
Pole star The never settle star, symbolizes the goal: search for the truth 
During day, twilight and night, the courtyard bears a dramatic contrast in spatial quality due to 
the change of colour, light intensity and sun angle. 
Form and materials of buildings are clean and simple, reduces their identity while enhances 
the central courtyard. The narrow water stream in the middle acts as a guide point to the ocean 
and visually connects to the sea water. 
MATERIALS MEANING 
Quality, texture and reflectance of materials contribute to the language of Silence and Light. 
Qualitv Colour • Time 
I Concrete | Tone changes throughout the day Silent • Eternal • Monumental 
Timber | Tone doesn't change much. Warm • Lively • Mortal • Natural 
Glass I Transparency changes dramatically 
Water Tone changes throughout the day. Silent • Lively • Fluid • Formless 
ARCHITECTURE and LAND 
STUDY I : 
LAND Roden Crater is a dominate volcano with a concentric volcano form, barely any tree 
grows on the soil besides some glass. The rock surface exposes and dominates the 
landscape. 
Human Intervention 
There are two interventions to the and: Chamber spaces and the connection between them. 
The visual intervention to the site is limited. 
Most of the chambers are underground, with small portion of it exposed above the earth so as 
to have nature light into the space. There are some huts constructed at the foot of the volcano, 
but the building height is one storey and the stone finishes blend itself to the context. 
The connection between chambers is made by tunnels and vehicular roads. Roads are 
constructed above ground, follow the circumference of the mount form and ascend gradually. 
The road surface doesn't make a big contrast with rock surface, while the road line is not much 
visible by visitor at ground level. 
The internal site formation intervention would be immense, large scale site formation work is 
necessary. 
The chambers are constructed below volcano slope surfaces, and don't destroy the land form 
which bears such a strong identity. 
PLANNING 
The organization of the elements contributes to the spatial quality. The traffic is restricted to the 
east side, with the car park as the buffer to reduce impact of noise; The courtyard directs 
towards the Pacific Ocean, provides a good vista for approach; Orientation of building along 
the east west axis creates a dramatic mood between the day and twilight. 
CONCLUSION 
With simple material use, monumentality is created in the courtyard space and people's mind 
is leaded by the space beyond the architecture into the realm of nature: ocean and sky. 
STUDY II: Toyoma Observatory, Toyoma, Japan 
Shoei Yoh designed the museum with dedication to appreciate the beauty of earth and 
universe. The architecture makes a contrast with the context and attempts to create the 
monumentality by the form. 
SPATIAL QUALITY and TIME 
The relationship between time and spatial quality is addressed by artificial amusement: a mist 
and musical performance at the ground deck to create the mood of walking on cloud. 
At ground level, the vista is looking into the sky at day time, which is framed by the four strong 
columns; at night time, the columns are illuminated and become the figure while the sky 
becomes the background. 
At the observatory level, the vista is looking to the surrounding landscape at day time; at night 
time, the surrounding landscape is not visible but the reflection of internal lighting by the glass. 
MATERIAL & MEANING 
Concrete column Polished surface reflects light, colour changes from day to night 
Bay window breaks down the boundary between man and nature 
Like curtain wall, it increases exposure of man to nature. 
Glass curtain wall 
Glass Railing 
CONCLUSION 
Monumentality is created by its form, while the space inside speaks to the structure but not to 
the surrounding context. The milieu is created mainly by artificial sound and mist effects, but 
not by space and order. 
.ACTIVITY & INTERVIEW 
INTERVIEW I : Hong Kong Observatory Scientific officer Mr. Lee Kwok Lun 
Function of HK Observatory 
The observatory would announce the happening of astronomy events to the public, and 
together with the space museum, they would organize activities regarding important 
astronomy phenomenon e.g. transit of Venus 
Development of Astronomy activities in Hong Kong 
First astronomy organization is the HKU astronomy club in 1959, since then various clubs had 
been established, including the Hong Kong Amateur Astronomy Society in 1970, sky 
observers' association in 1972 and the space Observers H.K in 1979. The clubs have been 
organizing various activities, conference with school and foreign scholars. They have been 
contributing much to the astronomy development in Hong Kong. 
Since its inception in 1980, the Space Museum has become the most important local 
educational institution for popularizing astronomy and has been working hand in hand with 
local astronomical societies to promote astronomy by organizing a wide range of activities. 
With the support of Department of Physics in universities, various astronomy clubs and the 
government, the public can easily participate and earn astronomy. 
Sites for astronomical observation 
There hadn't been any particular natural sites for astronomy observation, people usually went 
to Sai Kung Camps or wild camps in rural areas for observation activities. 
Personal attitude towards astronomy 
Nature: It follows a certain rhythm and order. 
K is governed by some forces I laws. 
Mood: Nature gives a silent and peaceful spirit. 
Challenge: Nature has the face of uncertainly/ emotion, its massive power is strong. 
Cosmology: People have to learn to live together with nature, but not to control it by 
science, to gain a state of equilibrium or harmony. 
Conclusion 
There is a practical need for setting up an astronomy place to provide the space and facility for 
the public and astronomers to appreciate astronomy and know more about our universe. 
STUDY II: Toyoma Observatory 
Land The observatory sits on a small hill with surrounding a plateau of green forest. The 
surface of land is dominated by green vegetation texture. 
Human Intervention 
The building directly sits on top of the land surface, and merges out from the canopy of the 
trees. The building form, with such height and size, makes a big contrast to the context. Visual 
the building dominates the scene. There would be a strong light shooting into the sky, and mist 
musical performance, which didn't look compatible with the natural context. 
Architecture and land 
The land form is interrupted by a strong identity object, a harmony state is not reached 
STUDY III :TadoAndo 
Land The museum sits on a small hill with green foliage, further away from the site finds 
the sea. The site is dominated by green vegetation texture. 
Human Intervention 
The museum takes a land relationship by having some of building into the ground, while some 
exposed to outside. The exposed part is finished by concrete and distinctive. Even so, the 
exposed part is less than 2 stories height and doesn't dominate the scene. 
There had been a lot site formation work to dig out the soil and road pavement, but the original 
land topography and form still exists. 
Architecture and land 
The architecture takes a position towards the and in such a way between the case of Roden 
Crater and Toyama observation, as the land identity is not as such strong as the volcano, the 
architecture and land conversation is not that extreme. 
ACTIVITY SKY OBESRVATION ACTIVITY at Chung Chi College Observatory 
Date: Fall 2004 
Place: Tang Ngan Leng Centre for General Science Education, Chung Chi College 
Light Pollution: Significant, from neighbour student halls and academic buildings. 
and Ma On Shan housing units. 
Sky condition: Fair 
Observation: Constellation identification 
- , w i t h the use of sky map, compass, small touch, star pointing azar device 
- Bare eye observation 
Deep sky object observation and Sun and Planet observation 
- 3.3m diameter observation dome station 
(with 12 inch lens reflection telescope) 
- 4 m diameter observation dome station 
(with 7 inch lens refraction telescope) 
Teaching: Nearby indoor teaching space, with computer facilities. 
Outdoor space available with supporting facilities (furniture and power supply) 
Gathering: No particular defined gathering place. 
Merit: Excellent equipment and professional staff, and good accessibility. 
Existing building structures could protect people against wind or cold weather. 
Limitation: Significant influence by light pollution. The place doesn't address the sky 
spatially, just provides the necessary equipment, (utilitarian) 
Conclusion 
Teaching could be possible in outdoor areas, 
lines of chair furniture as an outdoor teaching i 
I potential to design a place not only with 
,which address the sky and surrounding 
The experience of learning of astronomy could be transformed spatially. 
ACTIVITY: SKY OBSERVATION ACTIVITY by CUHK Astronomy Club 
Date: Mid-Autumn 2004 
Place: SAI KUNG Wan Tsai 
Accessibility: Sai Kung Town centre > Bus (30 min) - Yellow Stone Pier > Ferry - Wan Tsai 
OR > Mini-bus -- Hoi Ha Village + walking - Wan Tsai 
Light Pollution: no 
Sky condition: Excellent 
Dwelling: Flat and available with tiny stones 
Cooking: Water source, trash collection and tables are available. 
Observation: Constellation identification 
- with the use of sky map, compass, small touch, star pointing lazar device 
- Bare eye observation 
- S t a n d i n g / lying on ground 
Deep sky object observation 
- with the use of telescope / binocular 
Teaching: No equipment support. Some students couldn't hear or see clearly. 
Gathering: No particular defined gathering place. 
Merit: Sky condition is good, and people can get closer to nature and relax 
Limitation: Equipment transportation is a big problem, telescope and tripods are heavy. It 
took quite many labour and time to prepare the equipment on site while they 
were used for only 1 night. 
There is no any protection against cold weather or other extreme weather 
condition; no protection against undesired wild life. 
Conclusion 
If one is to set up an astronomy space, it is essential to have supporting facilities and 
environmental protection, without sacrifice of the quality of sky clarity. 
Teaching or gathering space should be incorporated into the consideration to facilitate the 
promotion of astronomy. 
Architecture and astronomy focuses 
on different realms. They are two 
subjects but relates to one another in a 
metaphysical way. 
Since civilization emerges, people 
have been curious about our sky. They 
observe, image and interprete the 
celestial bodies differently. 
Various cosmology and ideology 
thoughts are developed towards the 
same universe, and some are manifested 
in architecture. 
CONVERSATION 
Architecture & Astronomy 
The Great Pyramids, Giza, Egypt 
Jantar Mantar, Jaipur, India 
Roden Crater, Arizona, USA 
Astronomy and astrophysics Center, 
Pune, India 
. 
Architecture and Astronomy 
Pharaohs were the most prestigious 
class, their tombs are the crystal of 
Egypt civilization and reflect the ancient 
Egyptian cosmology, which governs the 
planning and construction of pyramids. 
• COSMOLOGY 
The sky is a sacred place, the milky 
galaxy symbolised the place where 
the dead Pharaohs would go, join the 
Egyptian gods and start their second 
immortal lives. 
Tombs were the gate which leaded them 
from the realm of earth to the realm of 
heave . 
• PLANNING 
All pyramids were constructed and 
spreaded along the west side of the 
river Nile, which projected into the sky 
along the galaxy. Among the pyramids, 
the there Giza pyramids positioned 
according to the three linear bright star 
of Orion in Winter. 
Great pyramids 
Giza, Egypt, 2500 B.C. 
Architecture and Astronomy 
• SPACE • SYMBOLIMSM 
The King's chamber was pointing to Pole star by 
the north shaft, symbolising immortality as Pole star 
never settles; 
it was pointing to Zeta star by the south shaft, 
symbolising the path to join his ancestors as it is one 
of the brightest star. 
The structure were immense to 
emphasize its symbolic importance. 
The position and size of the 
3 Giza pyramids were designed with 
consideration of viewers' vanishing 
points such that 
the second pyramid looks larger and 
dominant in the landscape while it is the 
same size as the third one; while the 
first pyramid doesn't look as small as it 
should be. 
W e s t e r n c e m e t a r y 
K h a f u ' s p y r a m i d 
K h a f r a ' s p y r a m i d 
M e n k a u r e ' s p y r a m i d 
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The pyramids were built by 
marble and the top by gold, which were 
harmony with desert's colour scheme 
and subtle differ from context by its 
texture and reflectance. 
. 
CONCLUSION 
Astronomy and celestial objects 
symbolized religion meanings, and 
architecture is the form to visualize and 
express these symbolism meanings. 
Architecture and Astronomy 
g mmm 
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ESNVbRSATION III! Architecture and Astronomy 
Indian Emperor Jai 
developed a passion 
towards astronomy, he 
realised the position of 
stars given 300 years ago 
did not correspond with 
those he observed. 
Thus he constructed the 
observatory to prepare 
a set of star tables and 
calendar measurement. 
s t u d y o f i l t l o n 
S t u d y of 
S u n d i a l 
• IDEOLOGY 
The sky was not a sacred place, but as a subject 
to study and to predict the astronomy events. 
This approach is utilitarian and closer to modern 
science than religion approach, but it stays at the 
observation level without attempting to 
know the reason behind. 
JANTAR MANTAR 












ESNVERSATION III Architecture and Astronomy 
• TECHNICS 
Most buildings are designed for sun 
movement study, by direct angle 
measurement, or shadow casting, or 
projection by pin-hole camera principle. 
Different techniques were adopted to 
improve the precision of sky measurement 
1) Colossal scale reduce error in 
reading 
1 I 
Architecture and Astronomy 
• TECHNICS 
Different techniques were adopted to 
improve the precision of sky measurement 
2) Double Checking by using two 
complementary instrument 
• t • ‘ 
\ ‘‘ • 
ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION 
Material -
Local sandstone with polished finishes 
recalls its relationship with earth, and 
clearly differentiates itself from the green 
plateau. 
Space -
Space is continuous, and defined by the 
building complexes scattered around the 
site 
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ESNVbRSATION III! Architecture and Astronomy 
• FORM FUNCTION 
The monument form is emphasized by its 
proportion, it is slender and looked taller 
than it should be as it was designed for 
few users only. 
The lack of decoration and simple in form 
reminds people Modern movement which 
took place 100 years later: 
Form follows function. 
.CONCLUSION 
Astronomy and celestial bodies were the 
objects to study, architecture aims for 




ESSVERHOTRWnil Architecture and Astronomy 
Roden Crater is American artist James 
Turrell's earth work project, to create 
a large installation for appreciation of 
nature sky colour at different direction 
and different phenomenon, at different 
period of day, season or year. 
• IDEOLOGY 
The sky was an art work of God, James' 
work acts like a frame which captures 
the beauty of the light and colour, while 
God constantly changes the picture from 
time to time. 
• PLANNING 
The site covers the whole volcano 
crater, different light capturing nodes 
locate in the site according to the four 
cardinal directions (N, E, S, W), the site 
topography and celestial body projection 
on earth. 
RODEN CRATER 
Arizona, US 1980 A.D.- now 
Architecture and Astronomy 
PLANNING 
Experience between node to node 
and the approach is designed to give 
visitors enhanced effect when getting 
into the next node, e.g. walking from a 
tunnel to a ceiling sky-lit chamber. 
• FORM 
Most of the room are hidden below 
ground so as to reduce sign of 
human intervention to the topography 
which has its unique central volcanic 
mountain form. Road and buildings are 
designed with least visual impact to the 
3tur6 scene. 
^ f ^ _ 
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ESNVbRSATION III! Architecture and Astronomy 
ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION 
Space -
Every node is simple and accessible to 
nature light (sun, overcast sky, star or 
moon light), the emphasis is made in 
the changing quality of space and light 
rather than the ambiguity or complexity 
of space. 
T'la-z.-a 
I North Sp; 
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EPNIV RSATION nil Architecture and Astronomy 
ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION 
Material -
Concrete was used as structure while 
finished by the sand of nearby desert 
to echo with context. When concrete is 
exposed without finish, it is polished to 
reduce its materialistic quality. 
• CONCLUSION 
Astronomy and other meteorology 
phenomenon were the natural art pieces 
which James wanted to capture, the 
architecture is the window for people to 
appreciate the art and is the media itself 
to demonstrate the art of light. 
, 0 : 
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ESNVbRSATION III! Architecture and Astronomy 
The Inter-University Centre for 
Astronomy and Astrophysics (lUCAA), 
designed by Charles Correa, is an 
institution set up by the university to 
promote nucleation and growth of active 
groups in Astronomy and Astrophysics. 
The project covered a range of facilities, 
including teaching units, research 
laboratories and observatories, and 
accommodation.. 
• REGIONALISM 
Traditional Indian elements are 
introduced into the architecture: Indian 
totem pattern appears on walls or 
courtyard landscape; local stones were 
used for finishes. A modern version of 
Jantar Mantar instrument is design as 
a reminiscence of astronomy passion 





Pune, India 1992 
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HOSTEL UNITS KUND COUTYARD 
ESNVbRSATION III! Architecture and Astronomy 
• PLANNING 
Spaces are organized in courtyard 
clusters, started with the kund 
transformed into a metaphor of 
expanding universe. 
By centrifugal energy, diagonals 
were set up and connect to the other 
facilities in the centre of the campus: 
the research centre to the Northwest, 
while the Hostel to the southeast. 
• IDEOLOGY 
Charles wanted to capture the idea 
of new model of cosmos suggested 
by Isaac Einstein. He developed his 
contemporary notion of what universe 
is about: the visual structure of outer 
space. 
k 








ESNVbRSATION III! Architecture and Astronomy 
ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION 
Material -
Fence work is constructed by black 
walls of local basalt stone, surmounted 
by courses of a deeper black Kuddapah 
stone, topped finally by glossy black 
polished granite which reflects the sky 
and clouds above. 
(Black on black on black: visual 
structure of outer space) 
Landscape -
The courtyard of Kund lays stones 
along the edges flying apart with 
centrifugal energy. 
• CONCLUSION 
Charles adopted a modern language 
of symbolism in the planning of the 
complex and especially the entrance 
approach to reflect his idea of universe. 
Besides the planning, the idea is 
mainly addressed by landscaping and 
courtyard work, with less attention in 
space making to work out the concept of 
universe. 
16 
Nature follows a rhythm and time, and 
sky is changing every minute-
sky color, light intensity, sun direction, 
celestial body motions... 
Space could capture the monumentally 
of time, direct the mind of human being 
beyond the scene to the unseen. 
Salk Institute, California, USA 
Toyama Observatory, Toyoma, Japan 
MILIEU+ SPACE 
Architecture and Sky 
During day, twilight and night, the 
courtyard bears a dramatic contrast 
in spatial qualKy due to the change of 
colour, light intensity and sun angle. 
Form and materials of buildings are 
clean and simple, reduces their identity 
while enhances the central courtyard. 
The narrow water stream in the middle 
acts as a guide point to the ocean and 




BiQbU + SPACE II Architecture and Sky 
Salk Institute by Louis 1. Kahn 
demonstrates a monumental space which 
has a dialogue with the surrounding 
nature and time. With the language of 
silence and light, the spatial quality is 
strong and expressive. 
• SPACE and TIME 
The central courtyard space, formed by 
two row of laboratory buildings, directs 
people's view to the pacific ocean 
far beyond and creates a mood for 
contemplation. 
L a b o r a t o r y 
Studies 
C e n t r a l I r t y a rd 
S t u d i e s 
L a b o r a t o r y 
P a r k i n g 
BiQbU + SPACE II Architecture and Sky 
• PLANNING 
The organization of the elements 
contributes to the spatial quality. The 
traffic is restricted to the east side, with 
the car park as the buffer to reduce 
impact of noise; The courtyard directs 
towards the Pacific Ocean, provides 
a good vista for approach; Orientation 
of building along the east west axis 
creates a dramatic mood between the 
day and twilight. 
Wfic 
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BiQbU + SPACE II Architecture and Sky 
CONCEPT 
Art and Desire-
Art is the true language of human, which 
transcends human needs and manifests 
human desires. Additionally, the Art could 
be found naturally from the beauty of the 
nature. Order is the Art which Kahn was 
pursuing during his lifetime. He believed 
that everyone should have thorough 
understanding of the nature and should 
be honest to it. 
Art of Order-
Design is the form making in order, which 
reflects the nature, the spirit and the 
will of space. Desire is the precursor of 
new need. The art of space is a touch 
of eternity. And the space should evoke 
its use. The function of space should be 
inspired but not designated. Form evokes 
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Architecture has no presence but exists 
as the realization of a spirit: Architecture 
is a spirit, which can express one thought 
and the eternal truth. It is a spirit that 
has its own character showing the 
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Transparency and reflectance 
responses to external environment 
light intensity. 
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Tone changes and reflectance 
responses to external light intensity 
,angle and color. 
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BiQbU + SPACE II Architecture and Sky 
• MATERIAL 
Quality, texture and reflectance of 
materials contribute to the language of 
Silence and Light. 
• CONCLUSION 
With simple material use, monumentality 
is created in the courtyard space and 
people's mind is leaded by the space 
beyond the architecture into the realm of 
nature: ocean and sky. 
: u < 
‘― 
tl ' - -
O b s e r v a t o r y Deck 
Elevator I Sta 
Pe r fo rm a l i e e D eck 
Gal lery 
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B E k U + S P A C O I Architecture and Sky 
Shoei Yoh designed the museum with 
dedication to appreciate the beauty of 
earth and universe. The architecture 
makes a contrast with the context and 
attempts to create the monumentality by 
the form. 
• SPACE and TIME 
At day time, the form is conceived by the 
massive grey concrete frame; 
At night time, the form is conceived by 
the intense artificial lighting, the columns 
are illuminated and become the figure 
while the sky becomes the background -











Sky pattern, cloud 
and other ground 
objects. 
Glass Reflection by 
indoor light obstruct 
view to outside. 
Intense flood light 








Vision blocked by 
vegetation 
Observed Object: 
Sky Pattern, cloud 
Mist Effect Not 
Obvious. 
Good (due to site 
remoteness) 
Star pattern not 
visible due to indoor 
light. 
Mist Effect Not 
Obvious. 
Good (due to site 
remoteness) 
BiQbU + SPACETH Architecture and Sky 
SPACE and ACTIVITY 
Time and spatial quality is addressed by 
artificial amusement: a mist and musical 
performance at the ground deck to create 
the mood of walking on cloud. E 
A 
i : 4 
MATERIAL 
MATERIAL VISUAL EFFECT I FUNCTION 
Concrete Fair-face surface reflects surrounding color 
Slab tone. 
Glass Wall Bay Window breaks down the boundary 
between man and nature. .. 
Aluminium Aluminium reduces visual impact to view , 
Frame enhances vision through the structure. 
Concrete Concrete shaft disconnects the bond to 
Shaft outside, and gives a dramatic effect when 
people leaving the elevator. 





Simple and less material use purifies the 
structure and makes a contrast with nature 
context. 
Glass increases exposure of man to nature 
Mist makes usion of walking on cloud. 
BiQbU + SPACE II Architecture and Sky 
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BiQbU + SPACE II Architecture and Sky 
• MAN and NATURE 
On the observatory deck, people can 
take advantage of the height and 
experience the landscape at a new 
perspective. 
Apart from visual contact at day time, 
the deck isolates people with nature 
breeze/wind, scent of the forest, sound 
of the environment. 
^ 
• CONCLUSION 
Monumentality is created by its form, 
while the space inside speaks to the 
structure but not to the surrounding 
context. The milieu is created mainly 
by artificial sound and mist effects, but 
not by space and order. Activities is 
restricted within the observatory, and 
the upper deck is acoustically, thermally 
isolated from the outside. 
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Astronomy bridges human soul 
and wisdom to the celestial bodies; 
Architecture for astronomy bridges the 
land to the sky. 
RELATIONSHIP 
Architecture and Land 
W 
Roden Crater, Arizona, USA 
ChiChu Art Museum, Kagawa, Japan 
Toyama Observatory, Toyoma, Japan 
EELSATIONSRTP"! Architecture and Land 
• LAND 
Roden Crater is a dominate volcano 
with a concentric volcano form, barely 
any tree grows on the soil besides 
some glass. The rock surface exposes 
and dominates the landscape. 
• INTERVENTION 
Human Intervention 
There are two interventions to the land: 
1) Chamber spaces • 
2) the connection between them. 
The visual intervention to the site is 
limited. 
RODEN CRATER 
Arizona, US 1980 A.D.- now 
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EEESAMONSHIP INI Architecture and Land 
• INTERVENTION 
Most of the chambers are underground, 
with small portion of it exposed above 
the earth so as to have nature light 
into the space. There are some huts 
constructed at the foot of the volcano, 
but the building height is one storey 
and the stone finishes blend itself to the 
context. 
The connection between chambers is 
made by tunnels and vehicular roads. 
Roads are constructed above ground, 
follow the circumference of the mount 
form and ascend gradually. The road 
surface doesn't make a big contrast with 
rock surface, while the road line is not 
much visible by visitor at ground level. 
The internal site formation intervention 
would be immense, large scale site 
formation work is necessary. 
The chambers are constructed 
below volcano slope surfaces, and 
don't destroy the land form which 
bears such a strong identity. 
t=5> IM 
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The architecture takes a position towards the 
land in such a way between the case of Roden 
Crater and Toyama observation, as the land 
identity is not as such strong as the volcano, 
the architecture and land conversation is not 
that extreme. 
EiEMriONSHIP III Architecture and Land 
• LAND 
The museum sits on a small hill 
with green foliage, further away 
from the site finds the sea. The site 
is dominated by green vegetation 
texture. 
• INTERVENTION 
The museum takes a land relationship 
by having some of building into the 
ground, while some exposed to outside. 
The exposed part is finished by concrete 
and distinctive. Even so, the exposed 
part is less than 2 stories height and 
doesn't dominate the scene. 
There had been a lot site formation work 
to dig out the soil and road pavement, 
but the original land topography and 
form still exists. 
^ H I C H U ART MUSEUM 
Kagawa, Japan, 2004 • 
EEESAMONSHIP INI Architecture and Land 
• LAND 
The observatory sits on a small 
hill with surrounding a plateau of 
green forest. The surface of land 
is dominated by green vegetation 
texture. 
• INTERVENTION 
The building directly sits on top of the 
land surface, and merges out from the 
canopy of the trees. The building form, 
with such height and size, makes a 
big contrast to the context. Visual the 
building dominates the scene. 
There would be a strong light shooting 
into the sky, and mist musical 
performance, which didn't look 
compatible with the natural context. 
JOYOMA OBSERVATORY 
Toyama, Japan 
A 4 The land form is interrupted by a strong 
identity object, a harmony state is not 
reached. 
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Sky had once been mysterious to human 
being, who have been trying to learn 
more about it by different approaches for 
thousands of years. 
Through astronomy, people can develop 
a modern approach to study our 
universe and appreciate the beauty of 
God's creation. 
To design a place as a gate to reach the 
sky - truth and beauty of astronomy, one 
needs to understand the sky observation 
and related activities. 
ACTIVITY 




Flat land available with tiny stones 
Water source, trash collection and 
tables are available. 
No equipment support. 




Wo M q 
JKY OBSERVATION CAMP 







SAI KUNG Wan Tsai 
Sai Kung Town centre 
> Bus (30 min) - Yellow Stone 
> Ferry - Wan Tsai 
OR 
> Mini-bus - Hoi Ha Village 





Ho) U/an Hs^r/Aj^ f^r lc 
Astronomy Club, CUHK 2004 
H A C I ' I V I T I E S I People • Sky • Place 
SKY OBSERVATION 
Constellation identification 
• With the use of sky map, compass, small 
touch, star pointing lazar device 
• Bare eye observation 
• Standing I lying on ground 
Deep sky object observation 
with the use of telescope I binocular 
Gathering: No particular defined gathering 
place. 
Merit: Sky condition is good, and people 
can get closer to nature and relax 
Limitation: Equipment transportation is a big 
problem, telescope and tripods are 
heavy. It took quite many labour and 
time to prepare the equipment on site 
while they were used for only 1 night. 
There is no any protection against 
cold weather or other extreme 
weather condition; no protection 
against undesired wild life. 
/ t I 
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If one is to set up an astronomy space, it is essential to 
have supporting facilities and environmental protection, 
without sacrifice of the quality of sky clarity. Teaching 
or gathering space should be incorporated into the 
consideration to facilitate the promotion of astronomy. 
V f T p i A 
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Tang Ngan Leng Centre for 
General Science Education, 
Chung Chi College, CUHK 
KCR + Walking 
Light Pollution: Significant, from neighbour student 
halls, academic buildings and 
Ma On Shan Housing units. 
Sky condition: Fair 
Dwelling: N/A 
Cooking: N/A 
Teaching: Nearby indoor teaching space, 
with computer facilities. 
Outdoor space available with 
supporting facilities (furniture and 
power supply) 
SKY OBSERVATION 
Chung Chi College Observatory 
4 
Teaching could be possible in outdoor areas, there is a 
potential to design a place not only with lines of chair 
furniture as an outdoor teaching space, which address 
the sky and surrounding context. The experience of 
learning of astronomy could be transformed spatially. 
g'C r i V I T I E S I People » Sky * Place 
SKY OBSERVATION 
Constellation identification 
With the use of sky map, compass, small 
touch, star pointing lazar device 
Bare eye observation 
Standing I Sitting with chairs provided 
Deep sky object 
Sun and Planet observation 
3.3m diameter observation dome station 
(with 12 inch lens reflection telescope) 
4 m diameter observation dome station 
(with 7 inch lens refraction telescope) 
Gathering: There are sheltered lecture rooms 
and exhibition area, but no particular 
defined gathering place. 
Merit: Excellent equipment and professional 
staff, and good accessibility. Existing 
building structures could protect 
people against wind or cold weather. 
Limitation: Significant influence by light 
pollution. The place doesn't address 
the sky spatially, just provides the 
necessary equipment, (utilitarian) 
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m 
The Universe has been arousing the 
deepest curiosity of mankind. 
Astronomy is the most ancient science. 
Nowadays, with new technology and 
theories, scientists are exploring celestial 
events that occur in the remote past. 
In Hong Kong, amateur and professional 
astronomers alike have been 
silently witnessing and fostering the 
development of astronomy. 
A S T R O N O M Y 
D E V L O P M E N T 
People • Sky • Place 
Background 
Mr. Lee determined to enagage in observatory works 
early at primary school ages, the time he was deeply 
impressed in a science class about water-cycle, Since 
then, he developed his own attitude towards our earth 
and universe, and pursuited his studies in physics and 
master programmes. 
Personal attitude towards astronomy and nature 
Nature: It follows a certain rhythm and order. 
It is governed by some forces I laws. 
Mood: Nature gives a silent and peaceful 
spirit. 
Challenge: Nature has the face of uncertainty/ 
emotion, its massive power is strong. 
Cosmology: People have to learn to live together 
with nature, but not to control it by 
science, to gain a state of equilibrium 
or harmony. 





Hong Kong Observatory, 
Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon 
To deliver effective meteorological 
services and quality services in 
climate, oceanography, astronomy, 
time standard and others 
Services: To provide civic services data; 
To research the way to imrpove the 
accuracy of services provision. 
To promote and educate the public 
knowledages about meteorological 
Interviewee: Mr. Lee Kwok Lun 
(Scientific officier) 
HK OBSERVATORY 
Discussion with scienific officier 
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CUAC r i V I T I E S I People • Sky • Place 
Development of Astronomy 
In Hong Kong, amateur and professional 
astronomers alike have been silently witnessing 
and fostering the development of astronomy. 
First astronomy organization is the HKU astronomy 
club in 1959 since then various clubs had been 
established, including the Hong Kong Amateur 
Astronomy Society in 1974, sky observers' 
association in 1972 and the space Observers H.K 
in 1979. The clubs have been organizing various 
activities, conference with school and foreign 
scholars. They have been contributing much to 
the astronomy development in Hong Kong. 
Since its inception in 1980 the Space Museum 
has become the most important local educational 
institution for popularizing astronomy and has 
been working hand in hand with local astronomical 
societies to promote astronomy by organizing 
a wide range of activities. With the support of 
Department of Physics in universities, various 
astronomy clubs and the government, the public 
can easily participate and learn astronomy. 




Sky Observers' Association established 
f m m m 
Hong Kong Astronomical Society established 
(Former Hong Kong Amateur Astronomy Society) 
38 
Role of Space Museum 
To promote astronomy education, the museum 
organizes and coordinates with other astronomy 
societies to provide various activities to all 
general public. The site situates in urban centre 
with great light pollution in the sky, thus only 2nd 
hand information (video shows, images) could be 
provided. 
Space Observers H.K. established 
Services provided: 
Monthly night sky in Space Threatre 
Fun Science Lab 
Astronmy competition 
Lectures 
Astronomy films show 
Education resources 
Facility 







Hong Kong Space Museum 
CM 
O ) Department of Physics, CUHK 
Hong Kong Space Museum established 
The first general education course in astronomy was 
introduced by Department of Physics, CUHK 
There is a practical need for setting up an astronomy 
place to provide the space and facility for the public 
and astronomers to appreciate astronomy in the first 
person experience. 
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b K I D G I N G I Architecture and Sky 
• DESIRE FOR TRUTH 
Observation I Question Psychological Effect 
pji n J 
b K I D G I N G I Architecture and Sky 
























QUALITY to be brought 
into ARCHITECTURE 
Concept of time 
Rhythm 
Origin of universe 
Origin of ourselves 
Searching for TRUTH 
























b K I D G I N G I Architecture and Sky 
SEARCHING for TRUTH 
No Idea 
Some interest Some Knowledge Well Knowledged 
UNCONCERNED CONCERNED SEDULOUS INTENSIVE 
STAGES OF LEARNING 
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L I E R I D G L"N"G~L Architecture and Sky 
ROLE OF ARCHITECTURE 
Busy life 
Pressure 
Long hour working 
Receptors always recept 
man made messages, 
processed products 
Degradation of sensitivity 





I 3 ' 
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u 
Slowing down the pace, 
keeping calm 
Increasing sensivity: 
-Hear, smell, see, touch 
-Sensing nature forces 
-Experiencing celestial bodies' 
existance 
Refreshing the mind, 
increasing connection to nature 
44 
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b K I D G I N i n Architecture and Sky 
ARCHITECTURURAL VISION 
J 
I t - , 
.JL 
f — — 
MISSION 
To bring the essence of astronomy, including its learning, 
into spaial experience 
To increase people's sensibility to celestial nature 
To arouse people's curiosity and encourage them to ask question 
To stimulate individual's thinking 
To search for value: Truth and beauty 
METHOLOGY 
•ofc^ro. I ( r 
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Curio-ii+ij Uncgriaintq /Atfem^ ^  
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Space 
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Entrance Assembly Area 
isplay/ Exhibition Area 
seAUTT 




4 Experience through the sensation of 
human body. 
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Deep Sky Object 
Black Hole 
Planets 
Deep Sky Object 
Black Hole 
Star Identification 



























Ufa K I P G I N G I Architecture and Sky 
CurioiHxj Uncerfaintij Attervi^ Enlightenment 
TRUTH 
OF ASTRoyjir 






B k I D G I FRTI Architecture and Sky 
SPACES and INTERACTION 
C Q) 
Q) i -
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,sx Lecture Discussion 
G I N G I Architecture and Sky 
No. of Person Activity Minimum Area Period 




1/2 Hr- 6 Hr 
1/2 Hr- 6 Hr 
Spatial Requirement 
Pirvate 
Acous t i c sens i t ve 
less c i r cu la t i on 
Nature view 
Semi -enc losed / 
Semi -open 
• P i rvate 
• Acous t i c sens i tve 
• Good l i gh t ing 
Enc losed/ 
Semi -open 
She l te red 
• Semi -pub l i c 
• Stat ic view 
• Quiet 
Semi -open / 
Open 
Semi -pub l i c 
view less impor tan t 
Quiet 






N G I Architecture and Sky 







H r - 3 H r 
Spatial Requirement 
• Semi -pub l i c • Semi-
• Acous t i c sens i t ve Semi. 
> 10 Sky Observation 
i 
Hr- 6 Hr Publ ic • Open to sky 
• Nature view 
Lecture 
Speech 
. I S l S I 
Hr- 3 Hr Sta t ic view 
Quiet 
• Semi -pub l i c 
• Good acous t i c 
• Quiet 
Open 










L I B k I D G I N G I Architecture and Sky 
SENSATION of the beauty 





D E P A R T U R E 
F R O M C I T Y 





D I A L O G U E 














Truth (natural laws) 
Beauty (nature) 
R E T U R N 






Tidal Period 1/2 Day 




Moon Cycle Month 
Season Change Year 
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Rhythm governs nature and exists in nature, as a reminder of time 
and history. 
Day in, day out: 
Sun rise, sun set: 
the outdoor light intensity and angle changes; 
Night falls and paints the sky with stars. 
Constant light is not necessary for non-reading spaces, connection 




LIB k I D G I N G I Architecture and Sky 
CHALLENGE and AMBIGUITY 
Astronomy -
Human being always don't settle for what we have, and continues to 
seek the truth : 
The exploration focuses on those unknown realm. 
The unknown realm provide opportunity for intelligent interaction. 
Architecture -
Spaces could be defined clearly, or undefined, but there 
are ambigous spaces, which : 
Provide areas for exploration 
Arouse people's interest in preceiving the space. 
S 
Astronomy -
Science could predict events, but there are also events happens in 
unpredicted manners . 
Architecture 
Spaces leads visitors approach, sudden unexpected space is • 
possible to provoke excitement. 
f 
. r r ^ ) 
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Star disappears and 
observation activities 
pause, it is the time to 
go beyond observation 
and start contemplation 
Troubles in the mind 
clears and it is time to 
observe celestial bodies 
Sun disappears, it 
is time to unload the 
pressure and troubles 





C g R I D G \ j n r \ Architecture and Sky 
• SPATIAL QUALITY and SYMBOLISM 
Astronomy observation takes place mostly at night, the 
activity of the space at day and night time would be 
different, therefore spatial quality and space identity should 
response with time and light condition. 
S Y M B O L I S M 
Changes of season, 
entry to another period, 
position of earth to sun 
changes 
The never settle star, symbolizes the goal: 







m I D G N G I Architecture and Sky 
PLANNING 
The organization follows the ideology and arranges in node 
of activities, and response to the topography and natural 
context. 
Spaces response to the different lighting quality and 
activities at night and day, especially the observation 
space. Symbolic ideas are incorporated into the space 
which takes line reference of some celestial body path 
projection on earth or position in sky. 
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Observation is crucial: 
It is the first experience, 
It is the beginning of the journey. 
First person experience could not be 
replaced by any sort of video projection 
simulations. 
Issues related to sky sites were to be 
identified and studied. 
SITE AGENDA 
Sky and Land 
CSirEAC^ENDA I S k y a n d L a n d 
CRITERIA : 
• Away from light pollution, 
i.e. away from urban area 
• Field of view, clear view without visual obstacle 
• Vehicular access for public approach, construction 
vehicles 
;i^ r : 
U R B . A N 
With reference to the criteria, 3 sites were selected: 
1) Tai Po Plover Cove 
2) Sai Kung High Island 
(near the west dam of high island reservoir) 
3) Tung Ping Chau 
S k y a n d L a n d 
CRITERIA : 
• Regional centrality 
• Resources 
Water, drainage, power supply 
• Rich in natural context 
• Away from mountains to avoid formation of clouds 
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JSITE A G E N D A I S k y a n d L a n d 
Tai Po Plover Cove • 
Sai Kung High Island 
(near the west dam of 
high island reservoir) E 
Tung Ping Chau E 
‘POTENTIAL SITES 
Sky and Land 
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S k y a n d L a n d 
SKY CONDITION 
Plover Cover locates the northern east 
part of Hong Kong, with very good 
accessiblity and resources supply. The 
sky condition is good for observation 
except the Southwest direction, where 
the Ma On Shan urban area is found. 
The surrounding area is hilly, but the 
reservoir provides a clear sight without 
obstacle. 
POTENTIAL AND FEASIBILITY 
The place is provided with a 2 lanes 
vehicular access, but visitors can arrive 
by 10 minutes walk after leaving the bus 
terminal. 
Presence of nearby Village shows 
electric, water supply and drainage is 
available/ feasible. 
The site situates along the Family Walk 
trail, provides a great deal of visitors 
during holidays. 
JLAI PO PLOVER COVE 
Sky and Land 
The location is fair for sky observation relatively, 
but with easy vehicular access for public and 
construction vehicles. 
The site is not too remote and in close proximity to a 
BBQ site, which has a good potential to draw visitors 
to the area. 
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The location is good for sky observation, with well-
paved vehicular access for public and construction 
vehicles. 
The site is remote but along the MacLehose Trail, 
which has a good potential to draw visitors to the 
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[S I T E A G E N D A I S K Y a n d L a n d 
SKY CONDITION 
Sai Kung high island is well-known for 
sky observatin, it is distant away from 
urban light pollution. The sky condition 
is good for observation and astronomy 
photography. The surrounding area is 
hilly, but the reservoir provides a clear 
sight without obstacle. 
POTENTIAL AND FEASIBILITY 
The place is provided with a 2 lanes 
vehicular access, but only taxis could 
reach directly. 
Presence of nearby Chong Hing Water 
Sports Centre shows electric, water 
supply and drainage is available/ 
feasible. 
The site situates along the hit hiking trail 
-Maclehose trail, provides a great deal 
SAI KUNG HIGH ISLAND 
Sky and Land 
• S I T E A G E N D A I S K Y A N D L A N D 
SKY CONDITION 
Tung Ping Chau locates the very north 
and very east in Hong Kong (refer to 
previous map), the island situates far 
away from any light pollution. The terrain 
allows clear view without obstacles. The 
natural context provides a good setting 
for scientific research and study. 
POTENTIAL AND FEASIBILITY 
There is clean water and power supply 
on the island. Accomodation is available. 
Only sea transportation is available. 
TUNG PING CHAU 
Sky and Land 
I I ^ H j l l l ^ ^ ^ H ^ H : ’ 
W ; M 
• • M 
There is only sea transportation available to the 
island, and limited to weekends and public holidays. 
Accessiblity to public is limited and restricted, pose 
difficulty in promoting the place to HK citizens. 
Transportation of construction materials is difficult. 
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SITE APPROACH 
SAI KUNG HIGH ISLAND 
Sai Kung High Island §11 b ANALYSIS I rSTTT 
75 
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The approach marks the start of the experience. 
People slow their pace and 
enter a state of calm and sensitive: 
Hear, smell, see, touch 
Sensing nature forces 
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§11 b ANALYSIS I Sai Kung High Island 
DESIGN ISSOEI Sai Kung High Island 
PLANNING ISSUE 




SAI KUNG HIGH ISLAND 
L 
Sai Kung High Island 
1) To create a coherent experience to connection 
different activity places; 
2) To avoid monotomous composition. 
• Variation of view component: sky, sea, landl 
• Incorporation of celestial event or symbolic ideas 
• Variation of light intensity, angle 
• With nodal points distributed to shorten any long 
path 
3) To utilize the potential of view and topography 
4) To ehance identity of spaces. 
Uode "3 
DESIGN ISSU^ Sai Kung High Island 
PROFILE + IDENTITY 









Convservation with site and context: 
• Visibility VS ease of orientation 
• Eye catching VS low profile 
• Disturbance to site ecology VS design concept 
Each activity space bears its own identity, differentiate 





•ORGANIZAT ON I Sai Kung High Island 
Different activies compose a 
number of spaces which are 
related to one another by: 
Function 
Proximity 
Path of movement 
ORGANIZATION 
SAI KUNG HIGH ISLAND 
1) Central Space 











1) Node of direction changes 
2) Spaces offset from the central line 
3) Size 




i)RGANIZATIONI Sai Kunq High Island 
1) Axial Condition 
2) Orientation 
3) Size, form 
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§11 b ANALYSIS I Sai Kung High Island 
There are different element compositions along the 
route: 
enriching the approach experience 
enhancing the travel orientation 





Cg'KY MOMENT Sai Kung High Island 
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SKY MOMENTI Sai Kung High Island 
21:00 






in the sky 
At 23° attitude 
in the north 
00:00 
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i rSKY MOMFRTl Sai Kung High Island 
CONVERSATION BETWEEN SKY, LAND AND TIME: 
Sky light intensity 
Sun light angle 
Sky Color 
• Celestial body movement 
02:00 
04:00 
i i ^ a i 06:00 
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Sai Kung High Island 
SKY MOMENT I Sai Kunq High Island 
North CelestbJ Pole 
Au tL^ i na l 
Ecjti inox Summer 
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South OcleslisI Pole 
Sai Kung High Island 
SECTION CC 
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Sai Kung High Island 
SITE POTENTIAL 
SAI KUNG HIGH ISLAND 
LIGHT POLLUTION 
High Island received little light pollution. 
The nearest light pollution source is Sai Kung Town 
Centre, the light is shielded by islands. 
Light pollution level is insignificant and the site 
condition is good enough to allow astronomy 
photography. 
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Sai Kung High Island 
Accessibility 
The site is made accessiblity by the Tai Mong Tsai 
Road and the Man Yee Road. 
The 2 lanes paved road provide transportation route 
for visitors and construction vehicules. 
Angle of View 
The reservoir provide a clear view in the North, East 
and West direction. 
At the Southwest side, the Mount. Tai She Leng 
obscures the view by 7.1 degree only. 
Natural Setting 
High Island possesses a uninterrupted nature 
setting, with simple elements : Sea, Lake, Mountain, 
and Sky, 
These elements composition varies from place to 
place to give a rich experience during the approach. 
The elements set up a relaxing realm, faciliate 
people to calm down and concentrate. 
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TOPOGRAPY 
SAI KUNG HIGH ISLAND 
A 
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5D E LITMITATIQNI Sai Kung High Island 
SOCIAL ISOLATION : 
The site is isolated visually and geographically, the 
nearest community are: 
• Police Station, 
• Water Sports Centre 
• Former Detention Centre 
• Long Ke Rehabilitation Centre 
TOPOGRAPHY 
Though there are some flat lands, these lands are 
connected by slopes. Some are as steep as 40 
degrees. 
The design should take account of slopy topography to 
avoid massive site formation work. 
Connection between different levels are crucial. 
SITE LIMITATION 














Presentation Living Area 
Entrance Assembly Area 
Display/ Exhibition Area 
Sai Kung High Island 
Uncerteifltq A f jem^ Enli^htenm^ 
Observation Hypothesis Experiment Conclusion 
TRUTH 
OF /^ STf^ OWr 
S S A U T Y 











L inear a r r a n g e m e n t 
Even d i s t r i b u t i o n of a c t i v i t y nodes a l o n g the path 
O b s e r v a t i o n area as the c e n t r a l i m p o r t a n t node 
Identity of activity is enhanced by node of contrast 
(d i rect ion, light condit ion, v iew) 
Monotone exper imence is avoided 
Hypothesis area separated f rom experiment area 
C O N C L U S I O N 
E X P E R I M E N T 
Exhibit ion Area 
OQ 
E n t r a n c e Plaza 
LINEAR 
L inear a r r a n g e m e n t 
Route r e s p o n s i n g to sun r i se d i r e c t i o n s 
O b s e r v a t i o n areas as the c e n t r a l i m p o r t a n t node 
Observat ion area is the start ing point 
Identity of activity is enhanced by node of contrast 
(d i rect ion, light condit ion, v iew) 
C O N C L U S I O N Off ice 




L inear a r r a n g e m e n t 
Route r e s p o n s i n g to sun r i se d i r e c t i o n s 
O b s e r v a t i o n area as the t e r m i n a l i m p o r t a n t node 
Identi ty of act iv i ty is enhanced by node of changing 
direct ion and view 
Hypothesis area separated f rom rest of act iv i t ies 
CLUSTER 
Cluster arrangement 
1 + 1 O b s e r v a t i o n areas 
O b s e r v a t i o n a reas as the c e n t r a l i m p o r t a n t node 
All act ivi t ies locate at the top of terrain 
Each area is close to other 
Identity of act ivi ty is enhanced by its posit ion 
view 
E X P E R I M E N T 
di tor ium 
C O N C L U S I O N 
t r3nc6 Plaza 
LINEAR + CLUSTER 
L inea r a r r a n g e m e n t of c l u s t e r s 
1 1 O b s e r v a t i o n areas 
O b s e r v a t i o n a reas as the c e n t r a l i m p o r t a n t node 
Observat ion area is the star t ing point 
1 observat ion area for public and 1 for scientists 
Identity of act ivi ty is enhanced by node of contrast 
(d i rect ion, light condit ion, v iew) 
C O N C L U S I O N 
E X P E R I M E N T 
O B S E R V A T I O N 
arden 
Living A r e Q _ Q f ^ E x h i b i t i o n Area 
Entrance Plaza 
Observation area is the critical part to 
connect people and sky, 
The design attempts to establish a 
connection with human and sky by 
architectural elements. 
NCEPTUAL SCHEME 
Architecture and Sky 
E S N C E P T U A L Scheme 








To relate human and sky, different 
important forces/lines are identified: 
1) the 23 degree north pole star 
2) the angle subtained by sun in 
the summer and winter solstice 
The foces are addressed with 
architectural elements and design of 
apporach 
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E M C E P T U A L I Scheme 
EXPERIENCE 
ENTRANCE 
During day time, stars are invisible but 
visitors can experience the pole star by 
the north window. 
At evening, when the atmosphere light 
intensity drops, the pole star appears. 
Even when visitors leave the atrium, they 
can identity the pole star by recalling the 
previous experience. 
ATRIUM 
The atrium sky light window reponses 
to sun's position from summer to winter 
solstice. As earth is revolving around the 
sun, the position of sun is different. 
OBSERVATION GROUND 
The second chamber visitors encounter 
is the sheltered observation ground, with 
protection against wind during winter 
while allowing clear vision to sky. 
The slope provides the place for people 
to rest on and watch the sky. Different 
levels allows different posture and view 





Spatial variety and architectural elements 
is to be explored with regards to celestial 
objects and astronomy. 
Program and activity is refined and 
dialogue with site is attempted. 
SCHEME 
Architecture and Sky 
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I ^ H TO THE 5K71 Scheme 
ENTRANCE 
VisKor centre protraits a conspicuous icon for 
people to recognise the place. 
Linear elements are used to guide the 
circulation to the lobby. The place provides a 
lift for people to arrive the level 150m. 
\ 
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GIF LEVEL 130m 
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1/F LEVEL 134m Bridge LEVEL 150m 
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E T H T O THE SKY I Scheme I 
LANDSCAPE GARDEN 
Fins provide a guide leading to the observation 
space entrance, and direct people 's view to 
nearby scene. The level created provides a 
variety of space for people to enjoy during day 
and night time. 
The wall provides protection to people from 
cold wind during winter, while allows a clear 




BiH TO THE SKY I Scheme 
EXPRESSION 
Continous spaces are created by wall 
elements to blend the building into the 
context, with visual connection and 
daylighting to the nature. 
i! W't-
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E m TO THE SKY I Scheme 
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Observation space complex 
Site and building 
Main Atrium and West Space 
(threatre) 
E f f i r o THE Scheme 
West Space threatre 
-
irs 
V ‘ • 
, /vU 
Forum area (library 
+ lecture hall) 
FEEDBACK 
1) Architectural elements don't blend 
into the site, which is a natural 
country park. 
2) There is too much linear elements, 
which is confusing. 
3) More relationships with celestial 
issues should be considered. 
Curved elements is experimented to 
relate the site contour forces. A less 
ordered architectural languaged is 
experimented. 
SCHEME II 
Architecture and Sky 



















People-agpro^cltthe area by ann. 
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E T H TO THE"SRY1 Scheme III 
Entrance Rotunda 
Elevation Sketch 
E T H TO THE"SRY1 Scheme III 
Rotunda to Observatory Overall View 
FEEDBACK 
1) The form lacks order and is too 
fragmented. 
2) Relationship with site is not 
successful. 
SCHEME III 
Architecture and Sky 
Relationship with site is further explored; 
spaces for observation and learning is 
refined with more attention to their nature 
f 
BTH rOTHE"SKn Scheme III 
EXPRESSION 
Architectural elements take a less 
sOphl^ated form and the construction 
a^cion^lROgf the site without crafting 
inltym^soil. 
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B r H T O T H E 5 K Y 1 Scheme III 
z 
Saf^l^g High Island 
0 3 18m 
E T H TO THE"SRY1 Scheme III 
SECTION AA' 
Approach South Garden Entrance 
111 
South Garden West Space Threatre 








1) There is too much construction in the 
site. The scale has to be reduced. 
2) More emphasize in observation and 
star is to be expected. 
Main Observation Space Forum Area 
113 
The approach and pole star concept is 
revised to enhanced the experience to 
the observation area. 
More events are introduced with 
consideration of human activity and 
celestial objects. 
SCHEME IV 





KYI Scheme IV E t h TO TH 
Scheme IV 
• • West Space 
OBSERVATION Places are redefined: 
1) West Space 
-Disappearance of last star in the morning 
2) South Space 
-South sky constellation observation 
3) Main Observation Space 
-Best view point for all celestial objects. 
4) Telescope chamber 




E L H TO THE"^KY1 Scheme IV 
Lecture hall (view to 
Summer Solstice sun rise) 
FEEDBACK 
1) There is still room for reduction of 
human intervention I construction. 





The space definition was kept and the 
architectural experssion was simplified. 
SCHEME V 
Architecture and Sky 
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E T H 10 THE'^KYI Scheme V 
H ro THE HKY1 Scheme V 
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ETHTO Scheme V 
Scheme V 
0 5 10 
West Space Main Observation Space 
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E I H T O THE"SKY1 Scheme V 
Forum Space Forum Space View oF Forum Space 
123 
Front portal is simplified and the 
approach experience is enhanced. 
Major 
dipper) 
SCHEME VI (FINAL) 
Architecture and Sky 
124 
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Weather protection Posture & View Angle 
The orbit of planets lies on a ^ 
same piano, planets would ^ 





increase people's sensibi l i ty to 
lestial nature 
arouse people's curiosity and 
couraqe them to explore into the 
W i n t e r S o l s t 
Constellation 
-J J y 
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Nortn Celest ia l Pole 
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IDEOLOGY 
The Universe has been arousing the deepest curiosity of mar 
had once been mysterious to human being, who have been trying to 
explore it for thousands of years. Through astronomy, people can 
develop a modern approach to study our universe and appreciate the 
beauty of God s creation. 
To design a place as a gate to reach the sky - truth and beauty of 
astronomy, one needs to bridge astronomy and architecture: 
Astronomy is both reflection of beauty of nature, and the way to find the 
truth, Celestial bodies arouse people's curiosity and then uncertainty; 
they provide stimulation for people to make trials and inspire people to 
enlightenment Observation, hypothesis, experiment and conclusion: 
the principle of modern science development. 
Architecture provides not only the space and functional facilities for thes 
activities to happen, but also creates the "places" to trigger people's 
psychology; curiosity, uncertainty, trial attempting and enlightenment. 
Opened Fully 
Opened Half 





the position of sun at different seasons, and remind us the 
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Weather protection Posture & View Angle Teaching I Group Observation 
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in the morning, star disnppcars and 
observation activities pau'jC. 
Thi:i ://mholizc3 tho time to go 
beyond observation and to start 
thinking what has boon obscrvod. 
The morning sun is capturcd in the 
forum area, with tho waib directing to 
M rir positions in both solstices. 
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Constellation Plane t Deep Sky ob jects TIME. ACTIVITY. SPACE 
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sun at different seasons, and remind us 
tho position of earth in tlie boljr 
system nt different time. 
SECTION AA 
® 
Stars revolves along earth's rotation 
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In the morning, star disappears and 
observation activities pause. 
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